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The small-sized ConO (n ) 1-5) clusters with different spin states have been systematically investigated by
using the density-functional approach. The total energies, equilibrium geometries, and magnetic properties
are discussed. Equilibrium geometries and the relative stabilities in terms of the calculated fragmentation
energies are discussed, manifesting that the remarkable stable small-sized cluster corresponds to the Co2O
isomer, and that the O atom prefers the surface-capped pattern on Con (n > 2) clusters and bonds with three
Co atoms simultaneously. Furthermore, the calculated averaged atomic magnetic moments of ConO (n )
1-5) clusters exhibit that the septet Co2O structure has the biggest averaged atomic magnetic moment of 2.0
µB/atom, it is interesting that the oxygen capped Con (n ) 1-5) clusters retain the magnetic properties of
bare transition metal (TM) Con clusters. In addition, the distribution of electron density of the HOMO states
for the most stable ConO clusters mainly localizes around Con atoms while the distribution around O atom is
very low, and their shapes of the HOMO and bonding properties between bare Con clusters and ConO clusters
are obviously different. The calculated electron affinities and experimental results (J. Phys. Chem. A 2002,
106, 4891) show that the incoming oxygen atom causes a minor influence on the electronic properties of Con

clusters. Comparisons of the calculated ionization potentials (IPs) for CoO and Co2O clusters with available
experimental measurements are made.

1. Introduction

In recent years, transition metal (TM) oxide clusters have
gained increasing interest both in theoretical and experimental
fields, and have become a new research field because they play
a prominent role in environmental processes, catalytic activity,
and materials sciences; and they exhibit noval electronic,
magnetic, optical, and chemical properties.1-13 Although there
are many studies of the mass spectrometry and their photoelec-
tronspectroscopy of TM oxides, determining the relative stabili-
ties of these systems remains problematic. TM oxide cluster
experiments in the gas phase have contributed fundamental
information needed to reveal properties such as chemical
bonding, reactivity, and magnetic and electronic properties.
Theoretical investigations have combined with such experimen-
tal results to probe the geometries and stabilities of small TM
oxide clusters.

In the past decades, theoretical and experimental investiga-
tions on cobalt oxides mainly focused on neutral and ionic cobalt
monoxides.14-31 The size-dependent chemistry and kinetics of
gas-phase reactions of the small-sized Con

+ (n ) 2-9) with O2

are examined by using a selected ion drift tube with laser
vaporization source;25 and the kinetic-energy dependence for
the reactions of different sized Con

+ (n ) 2-20) with O2 is
measured as a function of kinetic energy over a range of 0 to
10 eV in a guided ion-beam tandem mass spectrometer. The
reaction kinetics of small Con (n ) 2-8) clusters toward O2

using a flow tube experiment are studied, showing that the
reactive rate coefficients are largely independent of the cluster
size.28 Moreover, a variety of Con

+, ConO+, and ConO2
+ (ConOm

clusters, m e n) product ions is observed experimentally.11 In

addition, the oxide chemistry of both dimeric and trimeric
transition-metal cluster ions containing iron and cobalt atoms
in the gas phase by using Fourier transform mass spectrometry
(FTMS) is discussed.26 Furthermore, a combined IR matrix
isolation and theoretical studies of the formation and structure
of CoO2 have been reported,27 and the basic electronic and
geometrical properties of cobalt dioxide are explored theoreti-
cally. In addition, the mass selected cobalt oxide cluster anions
ConOm

- (n ) 4-20, m ) 0-2) by using photodetachment
photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) are studied, and the size-
dependent evolution of the electronic structure of the cobalt
oxide clusters is discussed in terms of the composition of
clusters. Threshold binding energy features are mainly contrib-
uted from Co d-derived orbitals throughout the complete series,
indicating that the incoming O atom causes a minor influence
on the electronic structures.29 The ground and low-lying excited
states of CoO4, together with electronic structures of the 3d metal
monoxide anions, are studied theoretically.30,31

The ConO clusters have complicated electronic and magnetic
properties due to the 3d subshells, and their energetic difference
between different spin states is close, therefore, the determina-
tion of the ground state is a complicated and challenging work.
To our knowledge, however, there are no systematic theoretical
investigations on small-sized oxygen doped cobalt clusters.
Stimulated by the experimental observations of ref 11 above,
we provide a detailed theoretical investigation of the equilibrium
geometries, relative stabilities, fragmentation energies
[D(n,n-1)], the averaged atomic binding energies [Eb(n)], and
magnetic properties of small-sized ConO clusters; comparison
with available experimental and theoretical results is made.
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2. Computational Details

The geometry optimizations of ConO (n ) 1-5) clusters are
performed by using density-functional theory (DFT) with the
unrestricted B3LYP exchange-correlation potential,32,33 and the
GEN basis sets, which are the combinations of LanL2DZ and
6-31G(d,p) basis sets,34 are employed for the respective Co and
O atoms. The standard LanL2DZ basis sets are employed to
provide an effective way to reduce difficulties in calculations
of two-electron integrals caused by transition metal Co atom.8,35

As the number of isomers is increased quickly with the size
of clusters, there are abundant low-lying isomers with energies
near the ground state, and it is difficult to find the ground state
of clusters simply according to the calculated total energies of
the isomers.8 In order to obtain the lowest-energy ConO
structures, we have chosen a considerable number of possible
structures as initial geometries for each cluster size (n ) 1-5).
Based upon the previous available theoretical or experimental
Con geometries, different evolution patterns for determining the
ConO isomers, including O-substituted, O-concaved patterns,
and Co-capped patterns, are first taken into account,36-38 and
then the equilibrium geometry is determined by varying the
geometry starting from high-symmetry geometry to low-
symmetry geometry. This leads to a limited number of possible
stable structures for each size of clusters. For each stationary
point of a cluster, the stability is reassured by the calculated
harmonic vibrational frequencies. If the unstable geometry with
one imaginary vibrational frequency is yielded, a relaxation
along the coordinates of the imaginary vibrational mode is
rearranged until a true local minimum is actually obtained.8

Consequently, the geometries and total energies for each stable
cluster and its stable isomers in this article correspond to the
local minima. In addition, geometries with the most stable
quartet Co atom, septet Co2, octet Co3, nonet Co4, and Co5 with
spin S ) 11/2 are calculated and listed in Figure 1.

The doublet, quartet, and sextet spin states for n-odd members
are considered while the singlet, triplet, and quintuplet spin states
correspond to n-even members of series. In cases when the total
energy decreases with increasing spin S, we consider increas-
ingly higher spin states until the energy minimum with respect
to S is reached. The spin contamination for oxygen doped cobalt
clusters with high spin states is nonnegligible, and it is found
to be about 8% and thus relatively high in some uints.

In order to test the reliability of our calculation, the calculated
bond length, electron affinity, and the lowest harmonic vibra-
tional frequencies of Co2 and CoO dimers are listed in Table 1.
Based upon the calculated values of Co2, and CoO dimers, a
good agreement with the experimental and theoretical results
that are available is reached,39-45 indicating that our calculations
are reliable and accurate and the UB3LYP/GEN method will
actually provide reliable data of ConO (n ) 1-5) clusters. All
theoretical calculations are carried out with the Gaussian 03
program package.46

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Geometries and Stabilities. CoO. The C∞V CoO geom-
etry with different spin states is optimized at the UB3LYP/GEN
level. The total energies of the CoO cluster with spin S ) 1/2,
3/2, and 5/2 are respectively -220.1392829, -220.1970188,
and -220.17457 hartrees; The corresponding Co-O bond length
of CoO cluster is of 1.606, 1.595, and 1.688 Å, respectively.
This feature is shown to be associated with the stability of the
CoO cluster as spin S varies from S ) 1/2 to 5/2. Obviously,
the doublet and sextet states are higher by respectively 1.571
and 0.611 eV in total energies than the quartet state. Therefore,

the quartet CoO cluster is the most stable structure, which is
selected as the ground state with electronic state of 4∆.
Additionally, the calculated Co-O bond length, electron affinity,
and adiabatic ionization potential for CoO dimer at the B3LYP
level are in good agreement with the experimental results (Table
1).11,43,44 Especially, the calculated harmonic frequency is 942.9
cm-1; comparison with the previous high-level theoretical
calculation on the CoO dimer (909 cm-1) is made.24 Finally,
the calculated natural popualtions exhibit that the ionized charge
in CoO+ dimer is mainly from the cobalt atom, reflecting that
our findings are in good agreement with previous experimental
prediction.11 Thus, the comparisons of our calculated results with
the experimental results give additional support to the use of
the B3LYP method in the present context as shown below.

Co2O. All the possible geometries are considered based upon
the most stable septet Co2 dimer, four stable isomers, which
are shown in Figure 1, have been identified for the ground-
state candidates of Co2O clusters. Based upon the calculated
total energy listed in Table 2, the closed isosceles triangular
septet C2V Co2O 2a geometry is the lowest-energy structure with

Figure 1. Equilibrium geometries of Con and ConO (n ) 1-5) clusters.
Asterisks indicate the lowest-energy structures. Gray balls and black
balls denote the Co and O atoms, respectively.

TABLE 1: The Calculated Bond Length, Frequency, and
Electron Affinity for the Co2 and CoO Clusters

cluster method
electronic

state

bond
length

(Å)

electron
affinity

(eV)

ionization
potential

(eV)
frequency

(cm-1)

Co2 B3LYP 7Σu 2.111 1.32 6.32 349.8
EXP 2.31a 1.11 ( 0.008b e6.42b 290.0c

CoO B3LYP 4∆ 1.595 1.36 8.17 942.9
EXP 4∆ 1.631d 1.45(1)e 8.57b 851.7f

a Reference 39. b Reference 11 and 40. c References 41 and 42.
d Reference 43. e Reference 44. f Reference 43 and 45.
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TABLE 2: Geometries and Total Energies of ConO (n ) 1-5) Clustersa

cluster isomer sym spin state freq (cm-1) ET (hartree) ∆E (eV)

CoO 1a C∞V 3/2 4∆ 942.9 -220.1970188 0.00
1/2 934.2 -220.1392829 1.57
5/2 741.4 -220.1745700 0.61

Co2O 2a C2V 3 7B2 146.8 -365.3096446 0.00
0 1A1 208.3 -365.1573633 4.14
1 3B2 221.5 -365.2832549 0.72
2 5B1 134.0 -365.3040987 0.15
4 9B2 143.2 -365.2178922 2.50

2b D∞h 0 116.9 -365.1480187 4.40
1 62.0 -365.2582200 1.40
2 146.6 -365.2903885 0.52
3 82.2 -365.2661382 1.18

2c Cs 0 1A′ 52.2 -365.1450134 4.48
1 3A′′ 59.8 -365.2820663 0.75
2 5A′ 77.8 -365.2359084 2.01

2d C∞V 0 1Σ 48.2 -365.1287111 4.92
1 180.7 -365.2240225 2.33
2 1.4 -365.2381266 1.95
3 44.2 -365.256677 1.44
4 15.7 -365.1805491 3.51

Co3O 3a C2V 7/2 8A2 47.6 -510.4034800 0.00
Cs 1/2 2A′′ 63.3 -510.3998679 0.10

3/2 4A′′ 25.1 -510.3638049 1.08
5/2 6A′ 131.4 -510.3913378 0.33
9/2 10A′ 56.2 -510.3811427 0.61

3b C2V 1/2 2B2 119.6 -510.3775684 0.71
3/2 4B2 55.1 -510.3515015 1.41
5/2 6B1 140.2 -510.3515719 1.41

3c Cs 1/2 2A′′ 208.9 -510.3173311 2.34
3/2 4A′′ 98.9 -510.3511188 1.42
5/2 6A′′ 95.7 -510.3942241 0.25
7/2 8A′′ 83.9 -510.3560845 1.29

3d C∞V 1/2 31.7 -510.2980929 2.87
5/2 44.4 -510.2717622 3.58

Co4O 4a Cs 4 9A′ 87.9 -655.495258 0.00
0 1A 86.0 -655.2969159 5.40
1 3A′′ 90.7 -655.3663025 3.51
2 5A′ 52.1 -655.4379718 1.56
3 7A′′ 75.4 -655.4650527 0.82
5 11A′′ 48.8 -655.4722313 0.63

4b C2V 0 1Ag 33.1 -655.1776922 8.64
1 3A2 14.8 -655.3346738 4.37
2 5B2 43.2 -655.3420356 4.17
3 7A2 9.2 -655.4254863 1.90
4 9B1 79.2 -655.4002740 2.59
5 11A2 65.0 -655.3403216 4.22

4c C2V 0 1A1 50.8 -655.2245411 7.37
1 3B1 19.9 -655.3325459 4.43

4c Cs 2 5A′ 50.2 -655.4314900 1.74
3 7A′ 46.9 -655.4618434 0.91
4 9A′ 38.3 -655.4870636 0.22
5 11A′′ 37.7 -655.4871836 0.22
6 13A′′ 55.8 -655.4650148 0.82

4d C2V 0 1A1 173.3 -655.3079211 5.10
1 3B2 91.7 -655.3507592 3.93
2 5A2 92.4 -655.4135539 2.22
3 7A2 30.0 -655.4023602 2.53

Co5O 5c Cs 11/2 12A′′ 21.1 -800.590625 0.00
1/2 2A′ 72.6 -800.4955869 2.59
3/2 4A′ 83.2 -800.4901912 2.73
5/2 6A′ 74.5 -800.5292045 1.67
7/2 8A′ 69.4 -800.5460681 1.21
9/2 10A′′ 77.3 -800.5512626 1.07
13/2 14A′ 66.4 -800.5760002 0.40

5a Cs 5/2 6A′′ 20.7 -800.5585318 0.87
1/2 2A′′ 81.8 -800.5430353 1.29
3/2 4A′′ 47.5 -800.5347670 1.52
7/2 8A′ 66.9 -800.5460649 1.21

5b C4V 1/2 2A1 53.5 -800.3941671 5.35
3/2 4A2 95.5 -800.4431199 4.01

5b C2V 5/2 6A1 53.1 -800.5316377 1.61
7/2 8A2 105.1 -800.4935138 2.64

5d Cs 1/2 2A′′ 28.2 -800.4971054 2.54
3/2 4A′ 54.8 -800.5211743 1.89
5/2 6A′′ 70.2 -800.5490673 1.13
7/2 8A′′ 53.0 -800.522628 1.85

5e C2V 1/2 2A1 36.2 -800.5403772 1.37
3/2 4B1 82.5 -800.4728003 3.21
5/2 6B1 67.0 -800.4541095 3.71

a Sym means point-group symmetry, freq represents the lowest vibrational frequency, ET denotes the total energies of different ConO
isomers, and ∆E denotes the relative energy of every isomer compared to that of the lowest-energy isomer for identical-sized cluster.
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electronic state of 7B2; the most stable Co2O geometry is
described as O atom replacing one Co atom of the most stable
Co3 cluster.47 The metastable D∞h 2b cluster is a linear geometry
with O atom being connected directly with two Co atoms (Figure
1). It should be mentioned that the low-lying doublet D∞h 2b
isomer is 0.52 eV higher in total energy than the ground-state
2a isomer. The Cs 2c isomer, which is described as the deformed
2a isomer, is an opened triangular structure, with total energy
being higher by 0.75 eV than that of the ground-state 2a isomer.
Furthermore, the doublet Cs 2c isomer is lower by 0.691 eV in
total energy than the low-lying C∞V 2d isomer, consequently,
the Cs 2c isomer is seen as an intermediate between the Cs 2c
and C∞V 2d forms.

According to the calculated total energies, one finds that the
2c and 2d isomers with O atom being bonded with one cobalt
atom are slightly higher in total energies than the 2a and 2b
structures. Consequently, the C2V Co2O cluster with Co-O-Co
bridged bond is more stable as compared to the cluster in which
the O atom merely is bonded with one Co atom. The calculated
adiabatic IP for the septet C2V Co2O is 8.21 eV. In analogous to
that of CoO+ cluster, the calculated natural populations show
that the charge in C2V Co2O+ isomer is removed from the two
cobalt atoms. This finding is in good agreement with the
available experimental results.11

Co3O. Four possible Co3O isomers with different spin states
are optimized and shown in Figure 1. According to the
calculated total energy (Table 1), the octet C2V Co3O 3a isomer
is seen as the most stable geometry; Furthermore, the O atom
in the 3a isomer is bonded directly with three Co atoms with
nonequivalent bond lengths. For the planar C2V 3b cluster, the
geometry can be described as one Co atom being capped on
the C2V Co2O 2a cluster above. In other words, the C2V 3b
geometry is interpreted as a deformed Co4 isomer through
replacement of one Co atom by O atom.36,47 Geometrical
optimization on the C3V Co3O cluster turns out that it is not a
stable structure. After a relaxation of the high-symmetry C3V

geometry along the imaginary frequency to a low-symmetry
structure, the stable triangular pyramidal Cs Co3O 3c isomer is
finally yielded.

Specifically, the O atom in the Cs Co3O 3c geometry is capped
on the planar octet C2V Co3 cluster, and interacts with three Co
atoms simultaneously. The linear C∞V 3d isomer is the highest
one in total energy as compared with the 3a, 3b, and 3c isomers.
The sextet Cs 3c isomer is lower by 0.46 eV in total energy
than the doublet C2V 3b isomer while the sextet Cs 3c is slightly
higher by 0.25 eV in total energy than the octet C2V 3a isomer,
therefore, the octet C2V 3a isomer is selected as the ground state
with electronic state of 8A2. It should be mentioned that the Cs

3c geometry with electronic state being labeled as 6A′′ character
is the metastable isomer.

Co4O. A variety of possible initial geometries are optimized
for the Co4O clusters. Four stable Cs 4a, C2V 4b, Cs 4c, and C2V

4d geometries are finally obtained, which are selected as the
possible ground-state candidates (Figure 1). It needs to be
pointed out that the total energy for the four Co4O isomers
decreases as spin S goes from S ) 0 to S ) 2 steadily, and the
high-spin states for the 4a, 4b, and 4c isomers are calculated.
As far as the Cs 4a isomer is concerned, the Co4O 4a cluster
being the most likely candidate for the ground state is yielded
after the Co atom is capped on the Cs Co3O cluster. Apparently,
the O atom bonds with three cobalt atoms simultaneously.
Geometry optimization on Cs Co4O 4a isomer exhibits that the
nonet state is lower in total energy than other isomers. As spin
goes from S ) 0 to S ) 2, the C2v 4b isomer is optimized to be

the stable geometry, which can be described as the O atom being
capped on the most stable planar rectangle nonet C2V Co4 (4a′)
isomer (Figure 1). As can be seen from the findings related to
the geometry correlation with the spin of the species considered,
the singlet and triplet 4c geometries can be depicted as a planar
pentagonal C2V 4c isomer with O substituted for one Co atom
of D5h Co5 cluster;. From the quintet state to the spin state with
spin S ) 5, the C4V 4c geometry begins to be distorted into the
low-symmetry Cs 4c geometry, along with the total energy of
the Cs 4c cluster decreasing steadily. It should be pointed out
that the low-lying septet C2V 4b cluster is apparently higher
in total energy than the Cs 4c cluster with spin S ) 5. As far as
the C2V Co4O 4d is concerned, this geometry is described as
one Co atom in the trigonal bipyramidal Co5 cluster8 being
substituted by one O atom. The calculated results for the C2V

4d isomer show that the total energies decrease gradually with
the spin going from S ) 0 to S ) 2, and begin to increase at S
) 3. Apparently, the stable quintet C2V 4d isomer is higher by
2.22 eV in total energy than the nonet Cs 4a cluster.

According to the aforementioned discussion, the nonet Cs 4a
isomer is selected as the most stable isomer and ground state,
and its electronic state is assigned as 9A′.

Co5O. The Cs 5a geometry is obtained after the O atom is
capped on the tetragonal pyramidal Cs Co5 cluster.47 The O atom
in Cs 5a interacts directly with three cobalt atoms with
nonequivalent bond lengths; this phenomenon is similar to that
of the most stable Co4O 4a cluster mentioned above. The doublet
and quartet C4V 5b geometries are seen as one Co atom being
capped on C2V Co4O cluster; however, the sextet C4V 5b isomer
turns out that it is not a stable structure. After the C4V 5b
geometry undergoes a distortion into a low-symmetry geometry,
the stable sextet C2V 5b cluster is obtained. With respect to the
Cs 5c and Cs 5d isomers, the geometries can be described as
O-capped trigonal bipyramidal Co5 cluster with spin S ) 11/2
being the most stable isomer47 and Co-capped trigonal bipyra-
midal Cs Co4O 4a cluster, respectively. The total energies for
5a and 5e isomers are decreased as spin goes from S ) 1/2 to
S ) 5/2, and the higher spin state calculations are needed.
Interestingly, the final equilibrium geometry of 5a isomer with
S ) 9/2, S ) 11/2, and S ) 13/2 is completely analogous to
that of 5c isomer with the same spin states. According to the
calculated total energies listed in Table 2, the 5c with spin S )
11/2 is more stable than the other isomers, indicating that the
5c isomer with spin S ) 11/2 is more stable than the others.
Consequently, the 5c isomer with electronic state of 12A′′ is
selected as the ground state for Co5O clusters.

According to the above-mentioned discussions, one concludes
that, for ConO clusters (n ) 3, 4, and 5), the stable isomers
with O atom being bonded with two Co atoms or four Co atoms
simultaneously are less stable than those with O atom being
bonded with three Co atoms; the most stable geometries are
characteristic as the O atom being bonded with three Co atoms
simultaneously. Furthermore, the O atom in the most stable
ConO (n ) 3-5) clusters interacting with three Co atoms is the
dominant geometry for the small-sized ConO clusters. Conse-
quently, the oxygen atom prefers surface-capped cobalt clusters.
Based upon the optimized Con (n ) 1-5) geometries (Figure
1), one finds that the incoming oxygen in ConO (n ) 1-5)
clusters deforms significantly the geometries of bare Con (n )
1-5) clusters.

3.2. The Relative Stabilities. In order to investigate the
relative stabilities of the most stable ConO (n ) 1-5) clusters,
it is significant to calculate the averaged atomic binding energies
(Eb(n)) for ConO clusters, the fragmentation energies (D(n,n-1))
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with respect to removal of one Co atom from the most stable
ConO clusters. The averaged atomic binding energies and
fragmentation energies of ConO (n ) 1-5) clusters are defined
as

D(n,n-1))ET(Con-1O)+ET(Co)-ET(ConO)

Eb(n))
[ET(O)+ nET(Co)-ET(ConO)]

n+ 1

where ET(Con-1O), ET(Co), ET(O), and ET(ConO) denote the
total energies for the most stable Con-1O, Co, O, and ConO
clusters, respectively. The calculated Eb(n) and D(n,n-1) values
of the most stable ConO (n ) 1-5) isomers are plotted as the
curves of Eb(n) and D(n,n-1) against the corresponding number
of the Co atoms in Figure 2 and also summarized in Table 3. It
should be mentioned that the features of the size-evolution are
intuitively viewed and the peaks of the curve in Figure 2
correspond to those clusters have enhanced local stabilities.

The averaged atomic binding energies of ConO clusters are
calculated, which are listed in Table 3 and shown in Figure 2.
Based on the calculated results, one finds that the averaged
atomic binding energy of the most stable ConO clusters is
increased from n ) 1 to n ) 5, Thus, the clusters can continue
to gain energy during the growth processes. The calculated
fragmentation energies of ConO clusters can give the information
of relative stabilities of clusters and provide the most stable
units. According to the calculated fragmentation energies shown
in Figure 2 and listed in Table 3, it is exhibited that the relative
stability decreases as the size of cluster n increases from 2 to
4. Furthermore, the relative stability of Co2O cluster in terms
of the calculated fragmentation energy is the biggest among all
the small-sized ConO clusters, showing that the corresponding
cluster has slightly stronger relative stability and has larger
abundance in mass spectroscopy in experiment as compared to
the corresponding neighbors. Consequently, the particularly most
stable geometry can be assigned to be the Co2O cluster.

3.3. Magnetic Properties. The calculated magnetic moments
of the most stable structures are shown in Table 4 and Figure
3. It should be mentioned that the magnetic moment changes
discontinuously with the size of clusters. The behavior of the
averaged atomic magnetic moments of the lowest-energy small-
sized ConO clusters is clearly displayed that the averaged atomic
magnetic moments for ConO clusters are oscillatory decreased

with increasing cluster size; this finding is analogous to those
of the reported Zrn clusters.18 Furthermore, the septet C2V Co2O
structure has the biggest averaged atomic magnetic moment of
2.0 µB/atom, while its 2b, 2c, and 2d isomers, however, have
values of respectively 1.33, 0.67, and 2.0 µB/atom, which means
that the magnetic moments or averaged atomic magnetic
moments of small-sized ConO clusters in terms of the discus-
sions above depend on their geometries and spin states.
Moreover, the magnetic effects of the different electrons in the
incomplete 3d subshell do not cancel each other as they do in
a complete subshell, giving rise to strong magnetism. In addition,
it should be mentioned that the calculated magnetic moments
for Co,Co2, Co3, Co4, and Co5 clusters are 3, 6, 7, 8, and 11 µB,
respectively, which are completely the same as those of ConO
clusters. Therefore, the oxygen doped Con clusters still retain
the magnetic properties of bare Con clusters.

3.4. HOMO and LUMO Properties. The HOMO and
LUMO energies as well as the corresponding HOMO-LUMO
gaps of ConO clusters are tabulated in Table 4 and reflected in
Figure 4. Based upon the calculated results, it can be seen that
among the most stable ConO (n ) 1-5) clusters the Co2O and

Figure 2. Size dependence of the fragmentation energies and the
averaged atomic binding energies of the most stable ConO clusters.

TABLE 3: The Calculated Fragmentation Energies
(D(n,n-1)) and the Averaged Atomic Binding Energies (Eb)
of the Most Stable ConO (n ) 1-5) Clusters (Unit: eV)

n ) 1 n ) 2 n ) 3 n ) 4 n ) 5

D(n,n-1) 2.596 2.084 2.028 2.126
Eb(n) 1.638 1.957 1.989 1.997 2.018

TABLE 4: HOMO, LUMO, HOMO-LUMO gaps, the
Total Magnetic Moment µT, and the Average Magnetic
Moment µA of the Most Stable ConO (n ) 1-5) Clusters

cluster state S HOMO LUMO
HOMO-

LUMO (eV)
µT

(µB)

CoO 4Σ 3/2 -0.24760 -0.11118 3.712 3
Co2O 7B2 3 -0.22708 -0.12646 2.738 6
Co3O 8A2 7/2 -0.17499 -0.09555 2.162 7
Co4O 9A′ 4 -0.17299 -0.07935 2.548 8
Co5O 12A′′ 11/2 -0.17209 -0.08757 2.300 11

Figure 3. Size dependence of the magnetic moment of the most stable
ConO clusters.

Figure 4. Size dependence of HOMO-LUMO gap of the most stable
ConO clusters.
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CoO clusters have bigger HOMO-LUMO gaps than the others.
In other words, the chemical stabilities of the septet Co2O 2a
and CoO clusters are stronger in comparison with their
neighbors. The HOMO states for the most stable ConO clusters
are shown in Figure 5. According to the contour maps of the
HOMO state of the ConO cluster, one finds that the distribution
of electron density of the HOMO states for the most stale ConO
clusters mainly localizes around Co atoms, while the distribution
density around O atom is very low, indicating that the
hybridization between Co and O atoms is weaker than those
between the Co and Co atoms, and their shapes of the HOMO
and bonding properties between bare Con clusters and ConO
clusters are obviously different. Furthermore, the Co-Co
bondings in the bare Con clusters are the localized σ-type bonds
or partly delocalized σ-type bonds while the bondings among
Co-Co atoms in the ConO clusters are completely the delo-
calized σ-type bonds. Consequently, the hybridization between
Co and O atoms should be responsible for the variation of
electronic properties of Con clusters causing by the adsorbed O
atom.

In order to reveal the variation of electronic properties of
ConO clusters resulting from the incoming oxygen atom, the
adiabatic electron affinities (AEA) of the most stable Con and
ConO (n ) 3 and 4) clusters are calculated. The calculated AEAs
for Co4 and Co4O clusters are respectively 1.34 and 0.93 eV,
and 0.9 and 1.42 eV for the respective Co3 and Co3O clusters.
The calculated results indicate that the calculated AEA for Co4

is in good agreement with experimental result (1.4 eV)29 while
the calculated AEA for Co4O deviates slightly from the
experimental measurement, and that the calculated AEAs for
Co3 and Co3O clusters are reasonable based on the experimental
measurements of EAs in ref 29. In other words, the incoming
oxygen atom causes little influence on the electronic properties
of bare small-sized cobalt clusters; this finding is in good
agreement with the previous experimental prediction on the
ConO- clusters.29

4. Conclusions

The systematic investigations of the ConO (n ) 1-5) clusters
with various spin states are performed at the UB3LYP level by
using GEN basis sets. The total energies, equilibrium geometries,
and stabilities of ConO (n ) 1-5) clusters, together with
fragmentation energies and averaged atomic binding energies,
are presented and discussed. All calculated results can be
summarized as follows: (1) The most stable ConO clusters show
that the O atom prefers the surface-capped Con pattern and
interacts with three Co atoms for the most stable ConO (n > 2)
clusters. In other words, the O atom prefers the oxygen surface-
capped pattern. (2) The relative stabilities of ConO (n ) 1-5)
clusters in terms of calculated fragmentation energies are
discussed, showing that the Co2O cluster is the most stable

structure. (3) The calculated averaged atomic magnetic moments
of the small-sized ConO clusters indicate that the averaged
atomic magnetic moment is oscillatorily decreased with the
cluster size being increased, however, the C2V Co2O structure
has the biggest averaged atomic magnetic moment of 2.0 µB/
atom. Furthermore, the most stable Con (n ) 1-5) clusters keep
the same spin as those of ConO clusters, indicating that the
oxygen doped Con clusters still retain the magnetic properties
of bare Con clusters and the incoming oxygen atom causes minor
influence on the magnetic properties of Con clusters. (4) The
calculated HOMO-LUMO gaps indicate that the most stable
Co2O and CoO clusters have stronger chemical stabilities as
compared to their neighbor sizes of clusters, and that the
distribution of electron density of the HOMO states for the most
stable ConO clusters mainly localizes around Co atoms while
the distribution around O atom is very low. Their shapes of the
HOMO and bonding properties between bare Con clusters and
ConO clusters are obviously different. The experimental and our
calculated results on electron affinities indicate that the incoming
O atom in ConO clusters provides a small influence on the
electronic properties of bare Con clusters. This finding is in good
agreement with experimental measurement of threshold binding
energy features on the charged ConO- clusters.29
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